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PITCH
After decades of growth and ostentation, when every excess was allowed, the
fashion industry is currently at a turning point, caught up in the political issues
that are reshaping our times: The environment and sustainable development,
cultural representation and appropriation, the aspiration for greater equality,
issues around gender, etc.
Brands and creators are now subject to increasingly sharp public scrutiny. How is
the fashion industry facing these challenges and responding to this new
paradigm? Based as it is on the concept of planned obsolescence, can fashion
survive?

Chanel

Introduction
During the 80s, creators had all power, both the artistic proposal force and being owners of their own
house. During the 90s, the incredible success of top models threatened this power for a while, then in
the 2000s, the big groups (LVMH, PPR soon renamed Kering) regained control by buying most of the
houses, by imposing a more and more infernal rhythm of collection, by opening boutiques all over a
globalized world to offer luxury clothes but also accessories at lower prices so as not to neglect any
purse. These three decades are the subject of the FASHION series produced by Olivier Nicklaus in 2012.
As the 2010s are over, we wondered what had fundamentally marked this decade.

THE ECOLOGICAL CRISIS

It is no secret that fashion is one of the most polluting industries (one point of reference: 10,000 liters of
water are needed to make one jean). How - when the younger generations are ultra- sensitive about the
future of the planet – do we sell them clothes when they know they contribute to a global "crime in
buying them"? Different solutions exist: upcycling (a play on English words mixing the concepts of
improvement and recycling), consisting in recycling already existing clothes to make new ones even
more beautiful if possible, a virtuous production chain where we can trace the raw materials of
biodegradable textiles. New technologies are also making it possible to make leather with apple skin....
So much for the real solutions, because it is impossible to find a brand that does not claim to be officially
concerned with ecological concerns. But between beautiful speeches and reality there is often a big gap.
Traditionally called "green washing", that is to say "repainting your communication in green regardless
of facts not being particularly convincing", brands can sign as many "Fashion Pacts" as they want, but
they are now being watched.

©Stella Mc Cartney
So, many will take a close look at the influence that a Stella Mc Cartney can have, a designer who has
long been concerned with the ecological cause and who is a committed vegetarian. In her new role as
special advisor to Bernard Arnault and the LVMH group (major supplier of leather goods and fur for its
Vuitton and Fendi brands).

CULTURAL APPROPRIATION
How do contemporary creators articulate representation of minorities without tipping into cultural
appropriation? The path is narrow. Large houses recently confronted with scandals of this kind are now
calling on intellectual committees to better reflect on their ethics. Luxury brands are no longer only
commercial but also cultural benchmarks in the collective imagination, which induces more social
responsibilities.

Johnny Deep in Dior’s perfume campaign “Sauvage”: one of the most recent bad buzzes of cultural
appropriation: the campaign accused of exploiting “Native American” culture has been withdrawn.

THE GENDER ISSUE
The gender border is blurred for younger generations refusing to subscribe to a male or female side and
preferring to claim to be “gender fluid”. How will fashion, which traditionally separates women's
collections from men's collections, resolve this equation? Do unisex collections make sense? A big house
like Burberry did not hesitate to take the plunge. And from niche brands to the biggest houses, we see
more and more transgender models whose sexual identity is deliberately fuzzy. A change which also
finds its translation on the side of muses of houses, thus Jaden Smith, Will Smith’s son, embodies the
new Louis Vuitton woman or Lana (ex Larry) Wachowski, director of the Matrix trilogy which becomes
muse of Marc Jacobs.
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PUBLIC SPEAKING DEMOCRATIZATION
Easily booed, social networks still have the advantage of allowing anyone with a smartphone to make
their voices heard. It didn't take more for young fashion enthusiasts to use their account as a forum
where in one post they can crack the communication of the most powerful fashion groups! The smartest
have become real whistleblowers, so the Instagram Diet Prada account which particularly lists plagiarism
in fashion is followed today by 1.5 million followers.
But the autonomy given by networks can be used by creators themselves when they want to make their
personal voice heard: so, Nicolas Ghesquière, designer in high profile of the Vuitton house belonging to
the LVMH group did not appreciate that Bernard Arnault was accompanied by Donald Trump during the
inauguration of a new Vuitton factory in Texas. He published on his Personal Insta account the following
message: "Standing against any political action. I am a fashion designer refusing this association,"
#trumpisajoke and #homophobia. An unprecedented speech which now shows that fashion cannot be
thought of outside any political framework.

THE COLLECTIVE AGAINST INDIVIDUALISM
It has often been said that society has become ultra-individualistic. So much so that today, many young
creators dream of a collective. Turning their backs about the idea of star creator, diva of the catwalks,
the new generation is grouped into collectives like GmbH, Gamut or Apparel, whose name leave an easy
anonymity of the creators themselves.

THE EXPERIENCE AGAINST PROPERTY
Luxury clothes have become very expensive but their desirability has not completely ceased yet. New
phenomenon are now developing, such as rental (the "Habibliotheque" in Paris offers the possibility of
borrowing designer brands at an affordable budget or even making a group purchase even if it means
running the product.)

THE DISCOVERY OF DECREASE
From a higher vantage point, fashion discovers decrease, like other sectors before it: no, we don't have
to always produce more clothes, to make more collections. Thus Demna Gvaslia, famous creator of
“Vetements” brand and artistic director of Balenciaga argues for more rarity in luxury and does not
hesitate to shake up the fashion calendar by limiting the collections to two per year. Raf Simons chose to
leave Dior at the end of 2015 after three years of loyal service, arguing that he had no time to think.
Albert Elbaz left Lanvin with a similar decreasing speech. See also the example of Phoebe Philo who took
a two-year sabbatical from Chloé after her first daughter’s birth.
After the late 2000s’ acceleration, it’s time to slow down. For young creators as for their elders, the
challenge is no longer only to exist but to choose the political elements highlighted. Choice of
inspirations (we saw how Virgil Abloh at Vuitton suffered from bad timing by paying tribute to Michaël
Jackson printed t-shirt at the very moment when the documentary Leaving & Neverland detailed the
predatory behavior of the singer with his young victims. T-shirts all ended up in the trash!
It’s about fashion to confront the real world and stop spinning in a tight bubble. 10 years ago the success
of the houses rhymed with celebrity. Now it becomes synonymous with integrity and transparency.
To understand this new era in which fashion has entered, an era no longer based on fascination and
consumerism but rather on caution and moderation, we will build our story through interviews with
creators who for many had to develop a discourse on social themes considered important. From now
on, we no longer ask them for their inspiration for the season but how they plan to participate in saving
the planet and reducing inequalities. This is a profound change in their communication and their
approach to the profession. This is the reason why it will be interesting to question the creators of the
old world who knew another era (that of the globalized and triumphant fashion of the 2000s for
example) and see how they adapt to this new reality. But also for the youngest for whom all these
questions go without saying and above all for some of them who invent new ways of existing in the
fashion elite while remaining loyal to their political consciences. But creators and politics are no longer
the only masters of the game. Therefore, it will also be a question of meeting those who have become
the new players in the sector: Instagramers, whistleblowers, members of NGOs or sociologists who are
now regularly invited to participate in think-tanks around diversity or sustainable development issues
within major groups or institutions that oversee the fashion sector such as the CDFA in United States or
the “Fédération de la Haute Couture et de la Mode” in France. Of course, we will not forget to show how

these questions are reflected in what is at the heart of fashion: clothes and how these clothes are
presented during advertising campaigns and other events where fashion is showcased. And of course
even though the subject is serious, we won’t forget a certain lightness of tone and a pop form which are
the best way to approach these questions concerning all of us without becoming a lesson giver or
anxious.
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